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Quality management 
challenges in Romania

This article discusses the problems of escaping a legacy of Soviet-style

planned economics and bureaucracy. Romania is a country of considerable

potential: rich agricultural lands; diverse energy sources (coal, oil, natural

gas, hydro and nuclear); a substantial if aging, industrial base

encompassing almost the full range of manufacturing activities; an

intelligent, well trained workforce; and opportunities for expanded

development in tourism on the Black Sea and in the mountains . . .

Romania has made great progress in institutionalizing democratic

principles, civil liberties and respect for human sights since the 1989

revolution. Nevertheless the legacy of 44 years of communist rule cannot

quickly be eliminated.’ US Department of State Report.

This article describes how Romania addresses its quality challenge.

Dr. Nicolae-George Dragulanescu

Romania’s area is 237,499 sq.km (91,699 sq.mi)
– somewhat smaller than New York and
Pennsylvania combined. Its population is 22.5
million – about twice the population of the
New York metropolitan area.

But its population density is about three times
higher than in the USA.



ance culture. In common with other propo-

nents of this system, Romania’s product qual-

ity was indifferent and its service culture was

largely apathetic. In  addition, the country

was under the yoke of a totalitarian dictator,

now widely acknowledged to preside over an

unusually corrupt and brutal regime.

The transition to Quality Assurance 
After the 1989 fall of Ceausescu’s autocratic

and self-serving regime, this approach was

quickly abandoned and the “Quality

Police’dismantled. A transitional governmen-

tal agency was created in February 1990. The

National Commission for Standardization,

Metrology and Quality employed over 3000

people, in order to realise legislative and insti-

tutional necessary changes. The author was

presdident of this body, which was managed in

order to elaborate and promote appropriate

draft Laws and draft Governmental Decisions

on standardization, metrology, certification of

products, services, people and quality systems,

accreditation of organizations, test laboratories,

etc., and consumer protection. This was a new

and unprecedented concern in all the European

emerging democracies. 

These drafts attempted to harmonize

Romania’s legislation, structures and proce-

dures with those of European Community

countries. Consequently, after promulgation

of these new regulations, in 1992, this agency

was suppressed. According to these new regu-

lations, national Romanian Standards became

voluntary and fundamental rights of con-

sumers were officially recognized and granted

in Romania. A new governmental agency was-

founded, namely the Office for Consumers’

Protection. Over hundred non-governmental

Associations for Consumers’ Protection were

created in all the key cities of Romania.

Beginning in 1992, several profit or non-
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Romania is a medium-sized Central

European country with a medium

development index. In common with

several  other former ‘socialist’ countries in

the region, Romania faces two main chal-

lenges: the transition to democracy a free

market economy and Information Society

plus integration into Western-European and

Euro-Atlantic trade and political structures.

Passive-Repressive Approach to Quality
The former socialist-communist rule kept

Romania isolated from the Western World for

almost half a century (1945-1989). After 1960,

hundreds of Romanian companies, especially

large and medium sized, all state-owned,

introduced the so-called “State Quality

Control.’This was essentially an  expression of

a ‘passive-repressive’ approach to Quality. It

involved:

• More than 12,000 compulsory State

national standards

• Legislation and rules exclusively implement-

ing State Quality Control i.e. the compulso-

ry creation and operation of a Quality

Department in each company, emphasizing

of products tests and inspections - such as

receiving inspections, self-inspections, in-

process inspections and end inspections. 

Much more rare was Quality Control

involving processes. There was no check on

ignoring the principles of Quality Assurance

and Total Quality Control, etc.

The era of the Quality Police
The establishment and operation of central

and local governmental agencies - the so-

called ‘Quality Police’ - aimed to check prod-

ucts and to punish, especially financially, the

staff and employers in companies found

‘guilty’ of not having provided sufficiently

high quality products.

Romania’s product quality was
indifferent and its service
culture was largely apathetic

This approach originated from the USSR

via GOSSTANDARDT, the Soviet Russian

Standards Institute.  It was common across all

former ‘socialist’ countries: Albania, Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary,

Poland, Romania and the USSR in Europe,

and China, Mongolia and Vietnam from Asia. 

This approach was based on Taylor’s

Scientific Work Organization Principles

(seeEQ 10:2) and on the prevailing command-

and-control QC dogma existing in the USA,

which was termed as ‘the result of a history of

political and military management, as a basis

for business management.’ 

Thus the early period was categorised as

dominated by punitive legislation, command-

and-control and a mechanistic quality assur-
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profit, non-governmental organizations  were

founded in order to deal with all these aspects

- on a private basis - at  local, regional or

national level. The Romanian Government

decided to involve itself in a select few quality

matters, mostly in metrology - for some

metrological tests - and in consumer protec-

tion - for consumers’ rights protection

through market monitoring.

Between 1991-2000, a third of Romanian

companies were privatized and a lot of com-

panies (both state-owned or private) attempt-

ed to become profitable and even competitive

on foreign markets by adopting ISO 9000

quality systems and by certifying them. This

was a difficult step aimed to initiate and

achieve the transition from Inspection to

Quality Control and Quality Assurance. 

State Quality Control was dead but its her-

itages are still alive. Some legacy cultures

include:lack of managerial commitment to

quality, lack of employees’ motivation for

quality, and even some resistance to change. 

Nowadays, in Romania as elswehere, qual-

ity is no longer the ‘State’s problem’ but

everyone’s responsibility. The former bottom-

line orientation in quality matters has begun

to be replaced by a general concern of all

employees for quality.

Joseph M. Juran Romanian Quality Award           
In 2000 the ‘Joseph M. Juran  Romanian

Quality Award’ was launched in Bucharest. In

doing so, homage was paid to a worldwide

famous American citizen, born in Braila,

Romania, in 1904. (Dr. Joseph Moses Juran is

actually 100 years old in 2004). The

Romanian Quality Award is based on the ear-

lier version of the EFQM European Excellence

Model, i.e. the European Quality Award used

in Europe till 2000.

In 1991, EFQM - the European Foundation

for Quality Management - launched the

European Quality Award. Its criteria are simi-

lar to those of the US Baldrige Award.
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In February 2001, the first Awards to Romanian

companies were presented by President Ion Iliescu.

Dr. Juran sent them the following message:

“I have been informed by Dr. Dragulanescu that

in November of this year there will be announced

the first winners of the J. M. Juran Romanian Quality

Award. In my view this is an important forward step

for the Romanian economy.

In this connection it is noteworthy that Japan, a

country once ridiculed for the poor quality of its

exports, has become an economic superpower

chiefly because it attained world leadership in qual-

ity of products. One of the actions it took to attain

that leadership was the creation of a national award

for high quality.

Many other nations have since created such

awards.Their experience has demonstrated that the

existence of a national quality award, plus publica-

tion of the criteria used to judge the merits of appli-

cations for the award, tend to stimulate companies

to improve their own quality. Moreover, when one

company in a specific industry receives such an

award it stimulates other companies in that same

industry to bring their quality up to the level of the

award winner.

So it gives me much pleasure to congratulate

this year’s award winners and to extend to 

all Romanian institutions my best wishes for 

continued progress in improving quality, year

after year.”

J. M. Juran Romanian Quality Award

There are in all 9 basic criteria,   ‘enablers’

i.e: Leadership, People Management, Policy

and Strategy, Resources Management,

Processes and 4  representing ‘results’ i.e.:

Customer Satisfaction, People Satisfaction,

Impact on Society and Business Results. The

weights of enablers and results are equal. 

Promotion of European Quality Policy in
Romania
Dr. Tom Foster was right when he observed

that ‘Culture plays a greater role in

European quality practices that it does in

United States.’ 

Within a project funded by European

Union, the Romanian Foundation

Promotion, based in Bucharest, is now pro-

moting the European Quality Policy in

Romania, to prepare Romanians for the future

challenges of adhering to European Union,

CEE and NATO practices and objectives.

In an increasingly globalizing economy,

the European Quality Policy is based upon

Quality Management concepts that place the

individual at the centre of every organization.

Part of the new EC industrial competitiveness



before it meets the economic criteria for

entry to the EU. In particular, inflation and

GDP per capita figures need to be addressed

in order to bring levels of prsperity and real

spending power up to base levels. Without

question, the country’s political situation

has made great progress, and the precondi-

tions for a market economy are truly in

place. But the challenge remains to attract

strong inward investment, capital and trad-

ing partners to propel the country forward,

especially since so many neighbours are

now part of the EU trading bloc.

The Euro has supplanted the US dollar as

a de facto currency, which further enhances

the need to raise standards, productivity and

export potential. Quality progress is seen as

a front line initiative, and the author

believes that the earlier iniatives should not

be wasted by delays or bureaucracy.

Romania is a source of cheap, high quality

labour and has a determined population

which has been held back for a long time. It is

now eager to contribute to the European

economy. Korean, Japanese and US compa-

nies will also not ignore the opportunity, it is

hoped, to revive the economy and bring

Romanians up to EU standards of prosperity. 

In the centenary of Dr. Juran’s birth,

Romanian quality hopes to take inspiration

from one of its most famous citizens and

inspire its companies towards excellence.

Dr. Nicolae-George Dragulanescu
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initiatives, the European Quality Policy was

developed to provide the humanistic compo-

nent of Europe’s competitiveness policy. It

was designed in co-operation with various

stakeholders (including European and nation-

al quality organizations, trade associations,

chambers of commerce and national authori-

ties), to develop a favorable environment in

which companies and public administrations

in Europe aim to achieve excellence in terms

of their outputs and internal organization for

the benefit of society as a whole. 

As such, it is a logical step on the road

from conformity with safety regulations to

competitiveness and business excellence,

through Quality Management principles. This

project includes editing and distribution of

publications - books, leaflets, brochures - as

well as several workshops and education and

training programmes.

The 21st Century quality challenge
Romania has over 700,000 companies, of

which over 1000 are already ISO 9000 certi-

fied, but none have implemented Total

Quality Management, or TQC. There are over

100 accredited test laboratories, some dozens

of certification bodies, over 50 consultancy /

education and training organizations for

Quality Management, and even two maga-

zines on quality matters with nationwide dis-

tribution: ‘Q-Media’ and ‘Tribuna Calitatii’  -

‘Open Forum for Quality.’ 

As the charts illustrate (although data is

not current), Romania has a long way to go
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